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1. Background 
To facilitate ongoing readiness of cancer clinical trials (CCTs) at risk for inspection by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), the Abramson Cancer Center (ACC) Lymphoma Group enrolled FDA inspection 
high-risk CCTs (FDA CCTs) in an external inspection support program (EIS) operated by the ACC 
Department of Operations, Compliance and Monitoring. At initial EIS enrollment of the first FDA CCT, 
there was no consistent audit preparation process in place for the Lymphoma Group. A digital audit 
tracking tool (ATT) was developed to create a uniform, streamlined, collaborative process that could be 
utilized for current and future CCTs. 
 
2. Goals 

• To create a streamlined, collaborative process for research team members to maintain FDA CCT 
participant binders in an audit-ready state 

• To create a standardized audit tool template to be utilized for trials enrolled in the EIS program, 
as well as adapted for all current and future FDA CCTs 

• To efficiently identify and resolve all missing and/or incomplete source documentation by 
aggregating trial data in an accessible and secure location 

 
3. Solutions and Methods 
The EIS program requirements necessitated creation of the ATT to enable all research team members to 
review participant binders in a standardized and collaborative fashion via an online Excel spreadsheet 
shared through Penn+ Box. Each research team member is given access to the ATT, which permits 
documentation, review of, and resolution of all missing/incomplete source documentation in participant 
binders. The ATT assures that all audit review progress is available for review by all members of the 
research team and enables preparation and maintenance of FDA CCT participant binders in an FDA 
inspection readiness state. 
 
4. Outcomes 
The ATT was first created for use for a specific FDA CCT. To this date, this trial has not undergone FDA 
inspection at the ACC. However, the utility and efficiency of the ATT has resulted in exemplary 
monitoring reviews by the EIS program. The processes for audit readiness have become more 
streamlined and collaborative across the Lymphoma Group and have resulted in similar exemplary 
monitoring reports in other EIS program-enrolled trials. For this reason, the ATT has been adapted and 
now utilized across many lymphoma studies that have enrolled in the EIS audit readiness program. 
 
5. Lessons Learned and Future Directions 
The use of the ATT has been essential and extremely successful in maintaining audit-ready trial 
documentation across many studies in the Lymphoma Group enrolled in the EIS program. Initial 
implementation of the ATT was targeted for one FDA CCT. Its efficiency and inherent collaborative 
nature have resulted in the ATT being adapted for use in other FDA CCTs, based upon feedback from 
Lymphoma Group research staff. Suggestions have included: 1) the need for less data to be housed on 
one page of the ATT, and 2) the utilization of “tracked changes” for decreased margin of error in 
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corrective data entry. The ATT will continue to be shared with other Clinical Research Unit research 
groups for implementation by their research staff for trials enrolled in the EIS program. 
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